
How Should Hamilton Grow? 
Evaluating the ‘No Urban Boundary Expansion’ VS ‘Ambitious Density’ Option



Workshop Agenda:

● Introductions & Land Acknowledgement

● Evaluating Growth Options - A Brief Timeline & Some Context

● The ‘How Should Hamilton Grow’ Evaluation Template

● Evaluating Growth Options Using A Climate Lens

● Next Steps - August 4th General Issues Committee

● Questions?









The Evaluation Framework - A Timeline

● March 29th, 2021 - Draft Evaluation Framework + Phasing Criteria to GIC with 
request from planning staff to consult community on draft - focus on urban 
expansion option only. 

● May 31st, 2021 - Deadline for public to comment on Draft Evaluation Framework + 
Phasing Criteria

● August 4th, 2021 - Final ‘How Should Hamilton Grow?’ Evaluation Framework 
going to GIC for approval along with Final Evaluation Framework + Phasing Criteria 
for potential expansion areas.   

*NB - Public pressure led Council to request the comparison of No Boundary 
Expansion VS ‘Ambitious Density’ option.   City has NOT properly consulted the 
public regarding the ‘How Should Hamilton Grow?’ Evaluation Framework. 







Figure 1 illustrates the varying lengths 
of time that environmental implications 
will continue to be felt for different 
types of city planning decisions. Many 
municipal planning decisions made 
today will still be having environmental 
impacts 100 years from now and 
beyond. 

In the case of infrastructure 
investments & land use plans, the 
environmental consequences can 
continue for centuries. This leads to 
“lock-in” and a situation where past 
decisions limit future options & 
increase the costs for future 
decisions. In the context of 
community energy & emissions 
planning, this makes the 
longest-term decisions also among 
the most urgent.    - SSG Consulting

Locking-in patterns of GHG emissions













RECAP - Key Issues - Public Process:

● ‘How Should Hamilton Grow’ evaluation framework has not been subjected to 
full & proper public consultation. 

● Public should have opportunity to consider & comment on the evaluation 
framework before internal results of evaluation of urban expansion vs no 
urban expansion options is released for public input.

● Both of the above steps should occur before staff presents their final 
recommendation regarding urban growth management to 2051.  



RECAP - Key Issues - Climate Impacts:

● The Evaluation Framework asks whether each growth management option 
will provide ‘opportunities’ for reductions in gHg emissions.

● What does this mean for growth onto farmlands?  That it is enough to build 
new ‘climate friendly’ neighbourhoods on farmland far away from jobs and 
public transit?

● How does this approach account for all of the serious climate impacts 
associated with outward urban expansion?



RECAP - Key Issues - Climate Impacts

● The evaluation framework asks whether each growth management option 
presents any significant opportunities or risks associated with climate change.

● Will the city’s evaluation of the option to expand the urban boundary include 
an assessment of the risks to local food security?

● Will it assess the flooding risk from developing these rural areas?

● Will it eliminate rural areas like wetlands where carbon is sequestered?

● Will it help or harm the natural systems and biodiversity that help to protect us 
from climate extremes?



Next Steps - August 4th GIC Meeting

● Please consider preparing a written or live spoken delegation to the GIC in 
response to the ‘How Should Hamilton Grow?’ Evaluation Framework.

● Register to speak by July 30th 

● Submit written delegations by 12 noon one business day before the meeting 

www.hamilton.ca/council-committee/council-committee-meetings/request-speak-committee-council-form

*You will receive a follow-up email after tonight’s webinar with all of the details 
regarding how to register to submit a written or verbal delegation for the meeting.

http://www.hamilton.ca/council-committee/council-committee-meetings/request-speak-committee-council-form


Questions? 


